Many receptor families exhibit both pleiotropy and redundancy in their regulation, 12 with multiple ligands, receptors, and responding cell populations. Any intervention, 13 therefore, has multiple effects and is context specific, confounding intuition about 14 how to carry out precise therapeutic manipulation. The common γ-chain cytokine 15 receptor dimerizes with complexes of the cytokines interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, 16 IL-15, and IL-21 and their corresponding "private" receptors. These cytokines have 17 existing uses and future potential as immune therapies due to their ability to regu-18 late the abundance and function of specific immune cell populations. Here, we build 19 a binding-reaction model for the ligand-receptor interactions of common γ-chain cy-20 tokines enabling quantitative predictions of response. We show that accounting for 21 receptor-ligand trafficking is essential to accurately model cell response. Using this 22 model, we visualize regulation across the family and immune cell types by tensor 23 factorization. This model accurately predicts ligand response across a wide panel 24 of cell types under diverse experimental designs. Further, we can predict the effect 25 of ligands across cell types. In total, these results present a more accurate model of 26 ligand response validated across a panel of immune cell types, and demonstrate an 27 1 approach for generating interpretable guidelines to manipulate the cell type-specific 28 targeting of engineered ligands. 29 Summary points 30 • A dynamical model of the γ-chain cytokines accurately models responses to IL-2, 31 IL-15, IL-4, and IL-7. 32 • Receptor trafficking is necessary for capturing ligand response. 33 • Tensor factorization maps responses across cell populations, receptors, cytokines, 34 and dynamics. 35 • An activation model coupled with tensor factorization creates design specifica-36 tions for engineering cell-specific responses. 37 42 therapies. 1,2 Each ligand binds to its specific private receptors before interacting with 43 the common γ c receptor to induce signaling. 3 γ c receptor signaling induces lymphopro-44 liferation, offering a mechanism for selectively expanding or repressing immune cell 45 types. 4,5 Consequently, loss-of-function or reduced activity mutations in the γ c recep-46 tor can cause severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) due to insufficient T and NK 47 48 to more selective effects, including diminished regulatory T cell (T reg ) proliferation and 49 loss of self-tolerance. 7-9 Deficiency in the IL-2 receptor IL-2Rα also causes hyperpro-50 liferation in CD8+ T cells, but diminished antigen response. 10 These examples show 51 how γ c receptor cytokines coordinate a dynamic balance of immune cell abundance 52 and function. 53 2
Introduction 38 Cytokines are cell signaling proteins responsible for cellular communication within the 39 immune system. The common γ-chain (γ c ) receptor cytokines, including interlukin 40 (IL)-2, 4, 7, 9, 15, and 21, are integral for modulating both innate and adaptive im-41 mune responses. As such, they have existing uses and future potential as immune cell maturation. 6 Deletion or inactivating mutations in IL-2 or its private receptors leads model and showed quantitative agreement with the data, including differential sensi-118 tivity with IL-2Rα expression ( Fig. 1B-F) . 14, 36 To evaluate the effect of including traf- 119 ficking, we fit a version of the model without trafficking to the pSTAT5 measurements, 120 using the same cell population as before; the model failed to capture differences with 121 IL-2Rα expression even when using this limited fitting data (Fig. S1 ). Within the pos-122 terior distribution of parameter fits, IL-2·IL-2Rα complexes had a higher affinity for 123 IL-2Rβ and γ c than their IL-15·IL-15Rα counterparts in the trafficking model (k 4 < k 16 124 & k 11 < k 23 ), consistent with prior work (Fig. 1I ). 37 However, the opposite was true for 125 IL-2Rβ (k 4 > k 16 ) and the affinities were equal for γ c (k 11 = k 23 ) in the no-trafficking 126 model ( Fig. S1B ). Depletion of surface IL-2Rβ and γ c occurs through rapid endocytosis 127 of active complexes and indeed, depletion occurred faster at higher cytokine doses 128 ( Fig. 1C-E) . Correspondingly, active complex internalization (k endo,a ) was inferred to be 129~1 0x greater than that for inactive species (k endo ) ( Fig. 1G ). These data indicated that 130 accounting for trafficking is essential for modeling IL-2 and IL-15 signaling response. 131 Since IL-2 and IL-15 drive the formation of analogous active complexes, with IL-2Rβ, 132 γ c , and a signaling-deficient high-affinity receptor (IL-2Rα/IL-15Rα), comparing their 133 inferred binding rates gave insight into how IL-2 and IL-15 differ from one another 134 ( Fig. 1I ). The two ligands had nearly the same direct binding affinity to IL-2Rβ; however, 135 IL-15 had a higher affinity than IL-2 for its α-chain. Consequently, IL-15's complexes 136 were inferred to more readily dimerize with a free α-chain than IL-2's complexes (k 8 > 137 k 20 , k 12 > k 24 ). Similarly, IL-15 complexes had a slightly higher affinity for capturing IL-138 2Rβ/γ c than their IL-2 counterparts (k 9 < k 21 , k 10 < k 22 , k 11 < k 23 ). The affinities of γ c 139 binding to ligand·IL-2Rβ and ligand·α-chain complexes were comparable between IL-2 140 and IL-15 (k 4 = k 16 , k 5 = k 17 ). The data is also consistent with the literature in that both 141 ligands have a higher affinity for IL-2Rβ when they are bound to their α-chain (k 2 , k 14 142 > k 11 , k 23 ). 37 In total, a model of IL-2 and IL-15 incorporating trafficking is consistent 143 with known biophysical and cell response measurements. 
161
The experimental data and model fits showed that IL-7 inhibited IL-4 activity more than 162 IL-4 inhibited IL-7 activity ( Fig. 2C ). 26 Such inhibitory behavior was explained by the 163 competition of ligand·α-chain complexes for the common γ c . The K d of this dimeriza-164 tion process for IL-7 (k 27 ) was smaller than the K d for IL-4 (k 33 ), indicating that there 165 was tighter dimerization of IL-7·IL-7Rα to γ c than there was dimerization of IL-4·IL-4Rα 166 to γ c (Fig. 2F ). The competition for γ c was determined to play a larger role in signal-167 ing inhibition than receptor internalization since our model predicted that the same Shaded areas represent the 25-75% and 10-90% confidence intervals of model predictions. pSTAT5 and pSTAT6 were measured for IL-7 and IL-4 experiments, respectively. B) Singlecytokine pSTAT dose-response measurements for 10 min of exposure to IL-4 and IL-7. C) Percent inhibition of the second cytokine's pSTAT response in a dual-cytokine dose-response experiment. Human PBMC-derived T cells (CD4 + TCR + CCR7 high ) were pretreated with various concentrations of one cytokine for 10 min before being stimulated with a fixed concentration (50 pg/mL IL-7 or 100 pg/mL IL-4) of the other cytokine for an additional 10 min. D) Model predictions for percent inhibition of the second cytokine's pSTAT response in a dual-cytokine dose-response experiment with the assumption that active species are endocytosed at the same rate as inactive species (k endo,a = k endo ). E) Model predictions for percent of γ c on the cell surface when exposed to 100 pg/mL of either IL-7 or IL-4 for 100 min. F) Violin plot of K a values obtained via posterior distributions of k fwd / k rev for k rev parameters corresponding to different complexes competing for the common γ c (Fig. 1A ). G-I) Posterior distributions from fitting to data. C 5 and C 6 have units of # × cell −1 , k fwd has units of cell × # −1 × min −1 , and f sort is unitless Even with an accurate model, exploring dynamic responses across the many respond-174 ing cell types and ligand treatments remains challenging. Restricting ones' view to a 175 single time point, cell type, or ligand concentration provides only a slice of the picture. 176 Therefore, we sought to apply factorization as a means to globally visualize ligand 177 response. 178 As response to ligand is largely defined by receptor expression, we quantitatively pro-179 filed the abundance of each IL-2, IL-15, and IL-7 receptor across ten PBMC subpopula- . 214 The factorization also shows that the model predicts low-dose IL-2 stimulation to 215 drive more sustained signaling than that from a high dose ( We evaluated whether our model could predict differences in the cell type-specificity recycling rate constants were defined as k deg and k rec , respectively. We assumed no 347 autocrine ligand was produced by the cells. We assumed an endosomal volume of 10 348 fL and endosomal surface area half that of the plasma membrane. 43 All binding events 349 were assumed to occur in the endosome with 5-fold greater disassociation rate due to 350 its acidic pH. these can be tedious and error-prone. Therefore, we calculated these algorithmically 370 using forward-pass autodifferentiation implemented in Adept-2. 55 A model and sensi-371 tivities tolerance of 10 -9 and 10 -3 , respectively, were used throughout. We used unit 372 tests for conservation of mass, equilibrium, and detailed balance to help ensure model 373 correctness.
374
Model fitting 375 We used Markov chain Monte Carlo to fit the unknown parameters in our model using Gonnord et al can be found in Figure 5 and Figure S3 , respectively. 14,26 Measurements 384 of receptor counts at steady state in Gonnord et al were used to solve for IL-7Rα, IL-4Rα, 385 and γ c expression rates in human PBMCs. 386 Fitting was performed with the Python package PyMC3. All unknown rate parameters 387 were assumed to have a lognormal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.1; the 388 only exception to these distributions was f sort which was assumed to have a beta dis-389 tribution with shape parameters of α=20 and β=40. Executing this fitting process 390 yielded likelihood distributions of each unknown parameter and sum of squared error 391 between model prediction and experimental data at each point of experimental data. 392 The Geweke criterion metric was used to verify fitting convergance for all versions of 393 the model (Fig. S2 ). Geweke criterion z-scores in all subplots were calculated using 20 intervals in the first 10% and last 50% of MCMC chain. The interval with the highest absolute z-score was plotted for each parameter. Scores of |z| < 1 imply fitting convergence. A-B) IL-2/-15 with and without trafficking. C) IL-4/-7 with trafficking ( Fig. S1 ). 
